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1998-1999
Sonia Pacini and Connor Murphy in Rinaldo's

Dan Allen, Kirsten Seitz, Christie Gundling, Joseph Bienvenu, Julia Menes, and Tim Hampson

Trevor McMahan, Alex Wyman, Tom Davis, and Brett Middendorf check out the latest edition of Ciao Roma.

Megan Lynn-Jones makes a funny face.

Joe Tipton and Brendan Cunningham
Katie Eder, Meghan Reilly, and Brigid Flynn in the E-Mail lab

Julie McSweeney, Rasa Tamulavichus, Jamie Madison, Katie Moore, and Taryn Brooke

Noelle Zieger and Katie Carlson eat pizza late at night

Jessica Andrews and Kris Koski show off their bandanas

John Vodopic balances oranges in the cafeteria

---

“I haven’t left the compound in three days!”
“Roma, Roma.
Ciao, Ciao Bella!”

Megan Lynn-Jones begins the Rite of Christian Initiation with Terry Walsh, S.J.

Colleen Quirk, Kevin McCloskey and Father Piderit, President of Loyola University of Chicago, dine in the cafeteria.
Waiting for the bus near the footpath.

Jamie Madison, Jill Sempel, Jodie Ferrara, Nikki Caso, Katie Carlson, and Jessica Andrews with DJ Hourihan on his guided tour of the Colosseum

Katy Gaughan, Pat Regan, Jim Codr, Scott Potter, Tom Davis, Brett Middendorf and Will Veeder
"When, ah, going into the city, my mother always said, 'Bring some money'."

- Dr. DeVoto
Jen Rizzi, Katy Gaughan, and Vanessa Pavlik pose with the Carabinieri from Via Massimi.

Kristen Lewis, Megan Slattery, and Dr. Richer

Drew Schmidt break dances in front of the Pantheon.

Charlie Hubbert, Peter Sayer, and Trevor McMahan

Brett Middendorf number one!

Matt Guschnan, Katy Gaughan, Pat Regan, Will Veeder, Kelly Cassidy, and Jim Codr
Aaron Richer runs to catch up with Dr. DeVoto's on-site class.

The Rome Center's favorite barber

A fish called Elesha Gayman

"We're the foreigners here"

Stephanie Senter takes aim in Piazza Navona.

LURC students visit the Camera dei deputati of the Italian Parliament.
Oktoberfest

An old man shows Mark Conmy his pickle.

Eric Wiedemer and Frank Massenzio

Kinsey Diomede, Jodie Powers, Jim Codr, and Pat Regan get ready for a cozy night in the train station.

???, Tom Davis, Tammy Sorocko, Shena McNamara, Lori Pearson, and Loren Turner
Peter Hermes takes a picture of Rob Fitzgerald getting a wedgie Oktoberfest-style.

"When in doubt, say you're German."

Jen Swinehart, Kelly Cassidy, Christie Villa, and Molly Gallagher
Meghan Reilly and Brett Middendorf. There are 10 more LURC students in this picture. Can you find them?

Brett Middendorf, Nate Friberg, two locals, Marc Lazzaro, and another local

Can you find the naked man in this picture?

Eric Wiedemer

"Prost"
Tina Velcich as herself in 20 years and Mark Delhougne as the present Tina

Halloween Party

Tom Davis

DJ Hourihan as Lawrence, Mark Delhougne as Tina Velcich, Nikki Kozdema as an 80's Princess, Todd Heine as Prince, and Gina Santucci as another 80's Princess

Gwen Gubanich, Will Veeder, Ryan Davis, and Kevin McCloskey

Lori Pearson, Shena McNamara, and Tammy Sorocko as the Holy Family
Gretchen Carstens as Troy Aikman, Cortney "Antenna Girl" Harper, and Jamie Madison as Pippie Longstocking

Connor Murphy as Laurie and Laurie Murphy as Connor

Father Joe Adair

"Pazzo" Kevin McCloskey, "Windblown" Scott Potter, and Lauren Turner as the Chiquita Banana Girl

Vampire Jessica Andrews, Nikki "The Vampire Slayer" Caso, and Vampire Don Keck
“Wind Blown” Scott Potter, Dr. Hostert, and Tina Velcich as Tina in 20 Years

Matt Carlson as a poker table

Kristi Rodman, Georgette Matargas, Caryn Schnierle, and Kathleen Kalista

Jen Swinehart as DJ’s girlfriend and Kelly Cassidy as DJ
The RAs grinding the night away

Rich Pohlman

Matt Guschwan as Dr. Evil

Lisa Coyle

Humberto Bobadilla
Courtney Cadotte, Aaron Richer, Pat Regan, ???, Matt Guschwan, Kinsey Diomede, and Jessica Andrews

Shena McNamara, Aaron Richer, Megan Slattery, Brett Middendorf, Marc Lazzaro, Peter Melford, and Molly Gallagher

Da Bars
“Vorrei una Grande”

Kelly Cassidy, Peter Sayer, Charlie Hubbert, and Gwen Gubanich

Everyone waiting for the 99N

Sarah Reagan, Jodie Ferrara, Jill Sempel, and Blythe Berselli

Kevin McCloskey, Shena McNamara, and Aaron Richer

L. DeGiacomo, C. Gundling, C. Schnierle, L. Schumacher, K. Rodman, G. Matargas, E. Wiedemer, and F. Massenzio
The Greece Trip

The Group

"The Philosopher" Peter Hermes

Oops! Will Veeder just knocked over some ancient columns!

Danielle DeMaio, Samantha Richer, and Jenn Harry

The Group
“If you like Pina Coladas and Heinekens in the shade...”

The latest Squab Scooters commercial

Megan Slattery, Nikky Caso, and Tammy Sorocko enjoy their Olympic moment!

Jody Ferrara, Jen Jacobs, and Jill Sempel hug Zeus’ Navel for luck

Ann Mattis, Humberto Bobadilla, Jen Harry, Gretchen Carstens, and Samantha Richer

Sarah Johnson, Cortney Harper, Courtney Smith, Kirsten Lewis, and Megan Tanner
Jill Sempel, Jen Jacobs, and Melissa Ruggiero at a medieval castle.

James Fortney, Gretchen Carstens, Danielle DeMaio, Lisa Coyle, Samantha Richer, and Jenn Harry enjoy dinner in Athens.

Kevin McCloskey and Prof. Rago demonstrate their dance technique.

My life is so chill. I have the best life. I love my life.

- Peter

Hermes

Rome Center Students do their “Easy Rider” imitation.

The ski trip

Everyone prepares to tackle the slopes.

Kirsten Sietz and her sprained ankle

Rome Center students enjoy a night out in Cervinia.

“What just happened? Where’s Libby? What just happened?”

-Mark Delhoughne
The Soccer League

The Staff

The Delinquents

Pork 'N Beans

The Y.A.Ps

Best of Friends
Back Row: Mario Catini (coach), Trevor McMahan, Eric Wiedemer, Mark Delhougne, Peter Hermes, Aaron Richer, Rob Fitzgerald, Lawrence DeLuca (general manager)
Front Row: Kevin McCloskey, Terri Ratterman, John Vodopic, Matt Guschwan

Eric Wiedemer looks back in disbelief as Trevor McMahan runs back too late to stop this goal.

Matt Guschwan scares Kristi Rodman with his fancy ball work.

The All-Star Team

"I need your soccer money!"

- Lawrence

Connor Murphy, Kristi Rodman, Frank Massenzio, Eric Wiedemer, Laurie Murphy, and Peter Hermes
Auctioneer Chris Murphy starts the bidding a date with two crazy guys: Nate Friberg and Brett Middendorf.

Heather “Vanna White” McGowan displays auction items.

Gino Dini, Brett Middendorf, Ryan Davis, and Nate Friberg.

Auction Committee smiles after a successful night.
Scott Potter shows Tom Davis his new growth of chest hair during their skit.

"But look", says Tom Davis to Scott "I have even more hair than you and in stranger places."

Ben Clark plays an original composition.

Libby Piper and Ryan Davis play games with the audience.

Jess Andrews sings the blues accompanied by Will Veeder.

Corey Blohm and Keith Brasel.
Marc Lazzaro, Tom Davis, and Scott Potter on Mount Etna.

Nate Friberg, Molly Gallagher, Tom Davis, Shena McNamara, and Megan Slattery caving in Budapest.

Todd “The MacDaddy” Heine.

Vanessa Pavlik, Melissa Ruggiero, Katy Gaughan, Molly Gallagher, and Jill Sempel at Versailles.
Jim Codr: “Look everyone, I forgot to put film in my camera this morning.”

Jamie Madison and Kristen Lewis in Venice

Girls' weekend in Cinque Terre
Ed Mattis, the new Leader of Tarragona, Spain

Kristi Dunlevy takes a nap along the Nile

Charlie Hubbert, Kelly Cassidy, Peter Sayer, and Courtney Cadotte

Terri Ratterman, Liz Sathe, Lawrence DeLuca, and Tania in Vulcano
Tom Davis, Ann Mattis, and Molly Gallagher eat dinner with their new Tunisian friends. 

Sarah Reagan, Brian Jones, and Sarah Johnson in Pompei 

Tammy Sorocko, Shena McNamara, and Lori Pearson in Florence 

Jen Rizzi, Katy Gaughan, and Rasa Tamulavichus hangin' with the Vienna Boys Choir.
Marc Lazzaro drinks a box of Piu while Nate Friberg, Tom Davis, Scott Potter, Brett Middendorf, and Todd Heine suck in their guts in Cinque Terre.

Brian Jones locked away in Ostia Antica

Katie Moore, Jen Jacobs, and Gia DiCola enjoying Prague.

Lori Pearson, D.J. Hourihan, Shena McNamara, Tammy Sorocko, and Melissa Ruggiero in Venice
Laurie Schumacher and Lauri DeGiacomo atop the Duomo in Milan

"Welcome to here!"

Molly Gallagher, Joe Adair, and Lawrence DeLuca pose with their new Flamenco friends in Barcelona

Jen Rizzi, Nikki Caso, and Meghan Reilly

Dan Allen, Kristi Dunlevy, James Fortney, Joseph Bienvenu, and Gino Dini in Milan
The local nuns join Fr. Lewis, Dr. Anna Hostert, and George Hostert Dr. and Mrs. Catania, Prof. Rago, Dr. Nilson, and Dr. Nicholson

Dr. and Mrs. Catania, Prof. Rago, Dr. Nilson, and Dr. Nicholson

Lawrence DeLuca carves the *dolce tacchino* for Thanksgiving dinner.

Dan Allen and Jenn Harry continue to dance while Katie Eder and Nate Friberg take a break to look at the camera during the post-dinner party.

Stephanie Senter, Corey Blohm, Christie Gundling, Kirsten Sietz, Katie Eder, and Brett Middendorf enjoy their Thanksgiving dinner.
Katie Moore and Nikki Caso.

Gretchen Carstens, Beth Banner, Matt Guschnan, Joseph Lamparez, and Joseph Bienvenu sing carols around the piano.

Tammy Sorocko and Gina Santucci looking festive.

Matt McGinn, Beth Banner, and Rasa Tamulavichus pose with their friends from the English Language School.

Christmas
Dr. Sheldon Cohen, History

Dr. Timothy Lukes, Political Science

Dr. Frank Catania, Philosophy, and Mrs. Zelda Catania

Dr. Maria Palladino, Italian Language

Dr. Josephine Wallace-Hadrill, Classical Studies
Dr. Hugh Miller, Philosophy

Mark Lewis, S.J., History, and his Fall Semester students

Dr. Leila Zammar, Italian Language & Fine Arts: Music, and her Spring Semester students

Dr. Grazia Sotis,
Italian Language & Literature
Dr. Bruna Capitini,
Italian Language

Dr. James DeVoto, Classical Studies & History

Dr. Harvey Richer,
Physics

Dr. John Nicholson,
Fine Arts & Art History

English Language School teachers: Rosanna Rossi, Michelle Quigley, Gwen O'Gorman, Denise Feniello, and Nicole Bubalo
The Graduate Students

Mr. James Whelton, Classical Studies
Ms. Anne Wintgenter, History
Ms. Mary Warnement, History
Mr. John Casey, Philosophy
Administration and Staff

Christine Marciasini, Assistant Director & Registrar

George Hostert, Director

John Felice, Professor Emeritus & Consultant

Giorgio Trancalini, Business Office Director

Marilyn Vitale, Administrative Assistant to the Director

Sheila Curtin, Associate Dean of Students
Beatrice Ghislandi,
Library Services Coordinator

Gail Ciccarello, R.N., School Nurse

Maurizio Moretti,
Assistant Business Office Director

Chris Murphy, Campus Ministry, with his daughter, Laurie

Sheila Curtin with the Student Life Assistants, a.k.a. the R.A.s
Porters and Cleaning Staff

Mario Catini

Maria Rotiroti

Georgio Caprini

Roberto Di Rodi

Angelo Cammerinesi

Andrea Stornelli, Maria Riccardi, Adele Cardinali, Luciana Leoni, Angelo Cammerinesi
La Mensa and Maintenance Staff

Mauro Stella

Paola Mattia and Anna Quadrana

Riccardo Luciani

Fausto Fecchio

Fabrizio D'Emilio

Ivano Piretti

Luigi De Dominicis
a.k.a. Sean Penn
DJ Hourihan loses control of Laura Utrata

Jill O'Dwyer and Aarthi Sarode

Ed Arrigoni and Patrizia Spaziani leaving the Rome Center

Around the Rome Center

Kathleen Faber

Blake Merriam, Sarah Pickett, Mary Kate Dietrich, Liz Schuitema, Kevin Irmiter, Liz Maine, Amanda Slawkowski, and Michael Videtich celebrate Mary Trupiano's birthday

Robert Kozlowski
Scott Potter, Mark Benson, Kathleen Kalista, Erin Jennings, Colleen Quirk, and Leslie Keough dress up for Disco Night

Katie Miscioscia, Joanna Mauro, MariBeth Curran, Andrea Lang, and Cristina Kelly

Heather McGowan, Laura Utrata, and Joseph Bienvenu

Lisa Pekarek and Vicky Chee

Susannah Stayter, Diana Mowbray, and Cara Moothart
Kirsten Aymer, Jessica Digney, DJ Hourihan, Lara Haskins, Aimee Rogers, and Lisa Refkin

She has no idea what I put in her Coca-Cola.

Travis McCurnin, Marty Hooper, and Casey Zgutowicz play musical chairs at the "Meet the Full-Years" Party in Rinaldo's
Lubiana Doriwala, Angela Jesik, Michelle Pfluger, Jen Gruse, and Anne Leahy

Anthony Scallise and Dennis Callahan

Dan Allen and Vicky Chee

Ian Gerdon and Sarah McCullough

Karla Centano, Tina Velmich, Brigid Flynn, and Colleen Quirk at the "Meet the Full-Years" Party
Janel Terri, Marisa Martinez, Birdie Lawson, Courteney Malon, and Mendie Hoffman

Susannah Stayter

Noah Montague and Will Veefer get dressed for a typical night on the town

Francis O'Connor and Drew Kremper
Jeff Noblitt and Aimee Rogers

Marybeth Burdelak and Jeff Halldin

Cassandra Koukios, Rachel Gitelson, Patty McGuire, and Christina Danna

Leslie Keough, Sarah Perdue, and Monica Macura

Pat Muench
Orientation Dinner

Ryan Cox, Anne Gehring, Jessica Digney, Dominic Pelc, Joe Iannone, Monica Macura, Katie Flisak, Bayoan Muniz, and Sean Cawley

Maribeth Brown, Marty Hooper, Erik Romslo, Kristine Aleman, Brendan Cunningham, and Trevor McMahan

Mary Trupiano, Susannah Stayter, and Allison Zakrzewski
“OK, we'll smile for the picture, but we're still waiting for our food.”

The Student Life Assistants
Aimee Rogers, Matt Stickland, and Lisa Sasso

Nick Matyaszek, Carly Christiansen, Christy Bora, Susan Stefiej, Shannon McNamara, Jen Pasquesi, and Sarah McCullough

Melaina Prest, Sarah Cronan, and Michelle Nijm
Around Rome

Aaron Richer, Sarah Druzik, Marc Lazzaro, Trevor McMahan, Matt Cerny, and Lizzy Neugent

Joseph Bienvenu, Stephen Mahler, Jessica Neafsey, a friend, Darius Hill, and Christy Bora

Cristina Kelly, Andrea Lang, and Joanna Mauro

Jessica Pulzetti and MariBeth Curran at the Colosseum

Nora Plunkett and Colleen Gavin

Sarah Wills and Vanessa Vickers
Christina Danna and Erin Collins

Amanda Slawkowski, Liz Schuitema, Sarah Pickett, Kevin Irmiter, and Travis Fung

Karla Centano, Jessica Pulzetti, MariBeth Curran, Jennifer Pasquesi, Natalie Prkic, and Anne Simonovic in St. Peter's Square

James Fortney and Joseph Bienvenu at the 24 Hour Bakery

Peter Alving, Kevin Frank, Lisa Refskin, Amy Barbieri, and Jason Grill

Ann Mattis gets her turn at the 24 Hour Bakery

"I never want to leave."
The Host, Lawrence DeLuca, and Loren Turner

Heather McGowan and Tina Velcich

Noah Montague, Marty Hooper, and Scott Potter

Mark Benson and Lizzy Neugent

Cheryl Geslani, Lizzy Neugent, and Jessica Pulzetti

Sean Cawley videotapes Nick Matyaszek dancing with Jen Gruse and Lubaina Doriwala.

The Dating Game

"If you were an Olympic event, which one would you be?"

-Loren Turner
Mary Helen Cusack and Nora McComiskey laugh at Christie Villa's exercise routine.

Lawrence DeLuca and Dennis Callahan

Will Veeder, Matt Cerny, Trevor McMahan, and Nick Matyaszek
Dr. Di Biagi takes LURC students to meet Jose Pantieri and to tour the Cinema Museum in Trastevere

Lubiana Doriwala, Peter Vanaria, Jen Gruse, Michelle Pfugler, Jen Radtke, Shannon McNamara, Beth Banner, Rachel Gitelson, and Sarah Davis

Lara Haskins, Lisa Refkin, Dennis Callahan, Amy Barbieri, Sarah Davis, Matt Strickland, and Sean McCarthy

Samantha Richer and Megan Slattery

Meghan Graber, Nicole Gaynor, Alexis Greenwald, Mary Helen Cusack, Cate Filippini, Katie Meade, Gina O'Reilly, Colleen McCarthy, and Heather Egan
Travis Fung, Amanda Slawkowski, and Chris Biewer at Villa D'Este in Tivoli

Michal Leamer, Amanda Slawkowski, and Ian Gerdon

Sheyanne Mooter, Melaina Prest, Sarah Cronan, and Vivian Triantafillou

Karla Centano and Lisa Sasso
"Sorry for partying!"
-Michael Graham

Pat Muench and Bridget Houlihan

Marisa Martinez

Liz Maine, Travis Fung, Angela Jesik, Anne Leahy, Lubaina Doriwala, Sarah Pickett, Erik Romslo, Jen Gruse, and Michelle Pfluger

Da Bars

John List, Kathleen Moody, Julie Kujawa, Shannon Connors, Colleen McCarthy, and Alexis Greenwald

Joseph Bienvenu, Sean Cawley, Christy Bora, Ryan Cox, and Tim Hampson
Michael Graham and John List with everyone's favorite 80's rocker, Jon Bon Jovi.

Hae Young Lee, Marisa Martinez, Amy Miller, Courteney Malon, and Birdie Lawson.

Aaron Richer, Tina Velcich, Loren Turner, Jen Swinehart, and Trevor McMahan enjoy a late night at Steel Spagetteria.

Colleen Quirk, Dominic Pelc, and Matt Koch.

Drew Kremper, Travis McCurnin, Peter Jenne, a friend, and Katie Flisak.
Sarah Pickett, Erin Burns, Mary Kate Dietrich, Jen Radtke, Liz Schuitema, Amanda Slawkowski, and Liz Maine

Stephanie Roth clowns around in the train station

Vicky Chee, Mike Reddy, Brigid Flynn, Lisa Pekarek and Ryan Cox in Nice
Loren Turner, Gwen Gabanich, Brigid Flynn, Kelly Murphy and Mike Reddy.

Saskia Sidenfaden and Cynthia Becher celebrate Carnevale in Selly.

Erin Burns, Mary Kate Dietrich, Travis Fung, Liz Maine, and Sarah Pickett.

Can you guess who this is?

Jen Swinehart and Kelly Cassidy in Nice.

Mary Helen Cusack, Nicole Gaynor, Shannon Connors, Alexis Greenwald, Carol Filipini and a friend.
The Ski Trip

Kevin Wagner, Meghan Graber, Nicole Gaynor, Cate Fillipini, Alexis Greewald, and Bryan Maletis

Sean Cawley and Travis Fung

Amy Miller and Marisa Martinez

Mary Helen Cusack, Bryan Maletis, Meghan Graber, Alexis Greewald, Cate Fillipini, Nicole Gaynor and Shannon Conners
Anne Parish sleeping with her new friend in Slovenia

Peter Alving in Pompeii

Melaina Prest riding the Eurostar
...having a Nice time...

Joseph Bienvenu, Ryan Cox, Lisa Pekarek, Nora McComiskey, and James Fortney in Amalfi

Bridget Houlihan, Molly Houlihan, and Dennis Callahan in Sorrento

Angela Jesik, Carrie Leisen, Anne Leahy, Michelle Pfluger, Jen Gruse, and Lubaina Doriwala in Bologna

Sussanah Stayter, Cara Moothart, and Diana Mowbray in Positano

Jessica Neafsey in Vulcano, Sicily
Anne Parish, Shooshan Boyrazian, and Andrea Sever in Sicily

Nicholas Matyaszek in Sicily

Lisa Refkin and Aimee Rogers drink from baby bottles in Paris

Shooshan Boyrazian cries out for her Romeo in Verona

The Nice Gang at McMahon's Pub

Seweryn Kosmala and Robert Kozlowski in Florence
“Good people, good places, good times . . .”
Colleen Bryan, Monica Macura, and Colleen Quirk ride a gondola in Venice

Sarah Perdue and Sarah Jang in Ostia Antica

Ericka Menchen in Berlin

Shooshan Boyrazian in Venice

Kristi Dunlevy in Egypt
Christina Danna, Robin Canning, Patty McGuire, and Courteney Malon in Cinque Terre

John List and Michael Graham attempt to scale the Berlin Wall

Megan Tanner and Jen Rizzi in Portugal

Gwen Gubanich, Kelly Murphy, a friend, and Christie Villa collect their thoughts on the Paris Metro

Dominic Pelc drinks a cold one in Venice
Winery Tour

The Winos

Vivian Triantafillou, Rachel Gitleson, Brendan Cunningham, Kristine Aleman, Scott Potter, Marc Lazzaro, Mary Kelly, and Mendie Hoffman

Sean Cawley and his infamous video camera

Diana Mowbray, the Winery Tour Guide, and Sarah Davis
Cristina Kelly, Katie Miscioscia, and Andrea Lang

Vivian Triantafillou, Vanessa Vickers, and Kristine Aleman

Mark Benson, Lawrence DeLuca, Trevor McMahan, Brendan Cunningham, and Peter Lenzini

Marisa Rogers and Rosemarie Ruddy

Ann Mattis, Karla Centano, Rachel Gitelson, and Marisa Martinez lounge in the grass
Dominic Pelc cheers after buying a piggy-back-ride from Marc Lazzaro

The bidding begins

Marisa Rogers, Cara Moothart, Sonia Pacini and Natalie Prikic

The Unabomber, Kevin Irmiter, and auctioneer, Chris Murphy

Tina Vleck gives her bid
The Talent

Hanson: Dennis Callahan, Laurie Murphy, and Colleen McCarthy

The Jugglers: Peter Lenzini, Matt Cerny, Marc Lazzaro, Trevor McMahan, and Scott Potter

The M.C. Kirsten Aymer

Lisa Refkin

Karla Centano

Will Veeder and Joseph Bienvenu

Jaswinder Bolina

Marc Lazzaro makes a leaping entrance

Susannah Stayter

Aarthi Sarode

Lawrence DeLuca

Jessica Digne

Coonor Murphy

Jessica Digne

Lisa Refkin

Karla Centano

Marc Lazzaro makes a leaping entrance
The Soccer League

Oedipus Rex and the Mamma's Boys

Il Culo alla Balena

Buttella

ADT WASP
The Dancers

Fabrizio D’Emilio leads the group

Sonia instructs their step routine
Flamenco

Denise Fenielo shows Sarah Wills her moves

Belly Dancing
Yearbook Patrons

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Cassidy
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Flynn
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Ruggiero
Mr. and Mrs. Rebekah Gayman
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Hubbert
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turner
Mr. and Mrs. John Sayer
Ms. Violet Coyle
Mr. and Mrs. John Moody Jr.
Ms. Rosemary DeMaio-Cavaliere
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lewis
Wiig Codr Underwriters Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs. John List
Mr. and Mrs. David Videtich
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wiedemer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Irmiter
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Mowbray
Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul O'Connor
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Houlihan
Mr. and Mrs. Klaus Gruse
Dr. and Mrs. L.A. Ionnnone
Mr. and Mrs. John Lenzini
Janice Kremper
Mr. and Mrs. John Muench
Mr. and Mrs. John Hooper
Jerome Gavin
Mr. and Mrs. David Slawkowski
Margaret Faber
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Scalise
William Pfluger
Ms. Teresa Burdelak
Mr. and Mrs. George McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Prest
The yearbook staff would like to thank all the LURC students who lent their photographs in order to make this book possible.

Also, we would like to send our gratitude to the administration of the Rome Center, who helped us along the way.